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carbon emissions 39% below 2012 levels by 2030 under
the CPP. In terms of mass emissions, that means the state
must limit annual carbon levels to 47 million short tons,
down from nearly 70 million short tons.
US News & World Report ran an extensive article that offers a timely look at the alliance between government and
private industry to secure the integrity of the nation’s grid.
The article focused on the Pacific Northwest regional grid
as a focal point to examine potential cyber and terrorist attacks or natural disasters that threaten the nation’s ability to
maintain electric power. Officials in the West are assessing
the physical security of generators and power substations,
following the attack at the Metcalf substation near San Jose,
California. The Pacific Northwest region is also ground zero
of the Cascadia subduction zone, a 600-mile geological
fault line where scientists predict an eventual catastrophic
earthquake.
In response to a question about establishing a uniform cyber
standard of protection that would apply to all utilities, EPRI
Principal Technical Executive Annabelle Lee, citing the vast
diversity of U.S. utilities asked, “Are you going to mandate
the same set of controls for every utility? Every utility is different.” Many utilities, furthermore, use programs and systems
created decades ago, early in the development of computercontrolled systems, she added. “Thirty, 40, 50 years ago,
nobody worried about cyber security,” she said, referring
to legacy equipment still in use by many utilities. The article
also mentioned EPRI’s work with the Department of Homeland Security on the recovery transformer project.

An EPRI assessment of how best the State of Michigan can
meet the requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Clean Power Plan (CPP) was featured in a ClimateWire article. The analysis found that Michigan could
cap emissions and meet EPA’s goal on its own, without purchasing out-of-state emissions allowances in a carbon trading system. The state’s power sector must reduce its rate of

The assessment found that expected coal plant retirements
in Michigan could make it relatively straightforward for the
state to meet EPA’s Clean Power Plan goals. In general,
Michigan is in “very good shape to comply” if the expected
coal plant retirements go forward, said David Young, an
EPRI technical leader and principal author of the analysis. In
most scenarios, capping emissions, or using a mass-based
plan, would be more favorable to Michigan than adhering
to an average rate of emissions, EPRI noted. That’s true for
the state as a whole, but not necessarily for individual power
companies, Young noted.

Solar Industry Magazine published an article on net-zero energy (NZE) housing that focused on EPRI’s efforts involving a
pilot development of 20 such homes in Fontana, California,
that represents one of the nation’s largest experiments to see
if the concept can be put to wider use. With a combination
of rooftop solar panels, smart thermostats, advanced water
heaters, and other high-efficiency features, the homes are all
built with a similar goal: to make at least as much energy as
they use over a year.
Ram Narayanamurthy, technical executive for energy utilization, was quoted several times and explained EPRI’s interest in seeing how the homes interact with the distribution
system. He noted that EPRI is still working with Southern
California Edison to measure grid impacts. “The goal is to
find the balance point between energy efficiency and solar,”
Narayanamurthy said. “When we get to 2020 in California, solar is probably going to be the most prevalent local
generation source.” The state has a goal that all new homes
be net-zero or the equivalent by 2020. But as the price of installing and operating once-rarefied technologies has plummeted, builders across the country are increasingly offering
homes with the promise of comfort along with low — or
almost no — electric bills.

September Social Media Metrics
Twitter: EPRI’s Twitter posts received 75,900 impressions,
268 clicks, and 57 retweets. The most popular post was a
PowerPoint slide from the Generation sector meeting and
a quote from Jeff Phillips.
LinkedIn: LinkedIn posts received 72,494 impressions,
135 likes, and 299 clicks. The top post was an article
about EPRI’s work with California’s first Zero Net Energy
(ZNE) neighborhood.
Facebook: Facebook posts received 85,655 impressions,
353 likes, and 594 clicks. The top post linked to a Nature article about EPRI’s ageing management research on
nuclear power plants.
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EPRI NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Generation R&D
Exchange Monitor posted an article about the Department
of Energy announcing more than $10 million in funding to
eight projects for advanced combustion systems research.
EPRI will receive $1.2 million for “Enabling Staged Pressurized Oxy-Combustion: Improving Flexibility and Performance at Reduced Cost.”
Power Engineering International posted an article about
how heat rate is a measure of plant efficiency. The article
cited an EPRI report that found that by improving feed water
heater monitoring, the average gain in heat rate was 30–60
Btu/kWh, leading to annual fuel savings of $240,000.

Nuclear R&D
EPRI’s participation in a DOE project aimed at modernizing
the control rooms of nuclear power plants was cited in a
Union of Concerned Scientists article. The project will use
three-dimensional modeling to develop a virtual environment that can be tested in a system simulation laboratory
to design control panel layouts that maximize the human
interface.
Tina Taylor was quoted in Power Technology.com article
about some nuclear plants in the United States being granted operating license extensions out to 80 years from the
current 60 years.

Environment and Sustainability R&D
A Niskanen Center blog post used EPRI research to counter the conclusions of several other reports that suggested
that implementing the Clean Power Plan would impose a
significant cost burden on electricity customers. The article
cited EPRI as “the analytic arm of the electric power industry and…in a better position to analyze these matters than
anyone else.”
The San Antonio Business Journal posted an article about the
Southwest Research Institute getting more than $4.1 million
in funding for a project that seeks to curb emissions from
coal-fired power plants. EPRI is a member of the project team.

EPRI estimates of potential tidal capacity was mentioned in
a Cantech Letter blog about the most promising generation
sites. EPRI found that the Bay of Fundy is the best site in
North America with a world-class resource located close to
an existing electricity grid.

Power Delivery and Utilization R&D
Tim Godfrey was quoted several times in a Greentech Media
article about how utilities are now looking at narrowband
on the communications spectrum to help support their most
critical assets like key safety gear, backup generators, and
black-start support systems.
USA Today published an article about the Federal Aviation
Administration’s newly-issued rules that govern the commercial use of drones in the United States. Andrew Phillips was
quoted summarizing some of the cost and safety advantages
for utilities using the devices for diagnostic work and maintenance of the power delivery system.
The Milwaukee Journal posted an article about an industrialscale microgrid project in Milwaukee that is being assessed
by We Energies and EPRI. Microgrids allow a building or a
campus of buildings to be powered in conjunction with or
independently of the electric grid, using a combination of
energy technologies and energy storage systems.
Electric Light & Power published an article about choosing
the right utility-scale battery storage system to meet specific
needs. The commentary noted that EPRI has found that “no
single storage system can meet all the application needs of
the power grid, and a wide variety of technology options
are being proposed for utility-scale uses.”
The Pakistani Daily Star featured the answers by industry experts in the country to 10 questions raised by Arshad Mansoor regarding the Rampal Power Plant, a proposed 1320
megawatt coal-fired power station.
T&D World posted a commentary on how battery storage
technology has been overly hyped as a panacea for energy
self-sufficiency. The opinion referenced a quote by Aminul
Huque in New Scientist who said: “Simply plugging solar

panels into a battery isn’t enough.” The commentary also
referenced EPRI’s Communications Spotlight.
Utility Dive reported that state utility regulators have rejected
a plan by Kansas City Power & Light to have ratepayers
fund an extensive electric vehicle (EV) charging network,
questioning the environmental benefits of the stations, the
need for so many, and a plan to charge all customers. Regulators cited EPRI data that there will be fewer than 12,000
EVs in the utility service territory by 2020.
Rob Manning was quoted in another E&E News article
about the challenges and potential of citing HVDC transmission lines in the United States and abroad. “It’s perfect
for the way the load [electric power demand] is distributed
around China,” he said. Most U.S. utilities are still waiting
for the economic “sweet spot” that shows market conditions
are ready for more HVDC lines in the United States.
Steven Seachman contributed a commentary to Cornerstone
Magazine about how EPRI and other companies are developing detailed visions of the future power plant with seamless integration of data, autonomous communication of information, and corresponding response, action, or control.
RTO Insider posted a story about Nick Tumilowicz discussing Con Ed’s Brooklyn-Queens project, which is using battery storage and distributed generation to delay construction
of a $1.2 billion substation. Tumilowicz spoke at a meeting
of the NYISO.
Manitoba Hydro posted an internal article about the company’s new “Plug-in Quiet” diesel-engine hybrid electric bucket
truck, which was acquired through an EPRI-led program to
accelerate the use of large plug-in vehicles in commercial
and industrial uses. (Contact Deana Shropshire for a PDF
of the article.)
Solarplaza of London posted a link to an EPRI white paper
published in 2015 that noted there were significant benefits
to using drones for solar field inspections. Utilities are increasingly exploring the use of drones to conduct diagnostic
and damage assessments of transmission and distribution
assets.
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